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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Fixing America's Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act) required the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), an operating administration within the Department of
Transportation, to evaluate the completion of safety recall remedies on rental trucks. NHTSA

mailed a General Order' to six maj or rental truck companies in November 2016.2 Five of these
companies were identified in the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) 2014

Rental Truck Safety report and NHTSA also added Ryder System, Inc., for a total of six

companies.3
This Order requested, among other things, those companies to supply information about their
policies and procedures governing the completion of safety recalls affecting their rental trucks

-

including whether the companies would rent a truck under an outstanding safety recall (i.e., a
safety recall that has not yet been remedied). The Order also requested information about

whether those companies distinguish between safety recalls with respect to severity, size of the

affected population, or other factors, and how those companies manage the recall process for
their respective rental locations.
From the responses to the Order, NHTSA learned that only four of the six companies have

documented policies relating to their safety recall processes. Separately, four of the six
companies reported that they would not rent a truck under an outstanding safety recall, while two
companies would rent a truck under an open recall, depending on their perceived assessment of

1

A copy of the General Order is provided in Appendix A.
of NHTSA's General Order were Avis Budget Group, Enterprise Holdings Inc., Hertz Global Holdings,
Inc., Penske Truck Leasing Co., L.P., Ryder System, hc., and U -Haul International, Inc.
3FMCSA's 2014 Rental Truck Safety Study Report: https://www.fincsa.dot.gov/mission/policv/rental-truck-safetv-
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study-report

the safety risk. In a similar vein, five companies reported they would not sell a rental truck (e.g.,
when retiring inventory) under an outstanding safety recall, while the remaining company may
do so-depending on the safety risk it assigns to the recall. All six rental truck companies have
processes in place for electronically identifying recalled trucks in their fleet and disseminating

recall information to their rental locations.
The FAST Act requests NHTSA to provide, in conjunction with this report, "any
recommendations for legislation that the Secretary determines to be appropriate." NHTSA does
not propose any legislative changes at this time.

NHTSA provides four policy recommendations for the rental truck industry to ensure their recall

processes are well-documented and their rental locations are educated about their respective
company's policies. NHTSA recommends rental truck companies quickly identify recalled

trucks in internal software systems, and that no trucks are rented, leased, or sold if under an
outstanding safety recall. In addition, NHTSA recommends rental truck companies share safety

concerns with NHTSA so that potential defects can be quickly identified and trucks are recalled
as appropriate.

II.

INTRODUCTION

On December 4, 2015, President Obama signed into law the Fixing America's Surface
Transportation Act (FAST Act).4 This bill provides long-term funding for Federal-aid highways,
highway-safety programs, transit programs, and other purposes.

Pub. L. 114-94 (2015).
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Section 24109 of the FAST Act, "Rental Car Safety", requires the Secretary of Transportation to
evaluate the completion of safety recall remedies that rental companies complete on rental trucks

within their fleet and submit those findings in a report to the Committee on Commerce, Science,
and Transportation of the Senate and the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure of the
House of Representatives. Specifically, subsection (g) provides:
(g) STUDY.- (1) ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENT.-Section 32206(b)(2) of the Moving

Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (Public Law 112-141; 126 Stat. 785) is amended

-

(A) in subparagraph (E), by striking "and" at the end;
(B) by redesignating subparagraph (F) as subparagraph (G); and

(C) by inserting after subparagraph (E) the following: "(F) evaluate the completion of
safety recall remedies on rental trucks; and".

(2) REPORT. -Section 32206(c) of such Act is amended

-

(A) in paragraph (1), by striking "subsection (b)" and inserting "subparagraphs (A)
through (E) and (G) of subsection (b)(2)";

(B) by redesignating paragraphs (1) and (2) as subparagraphs (A) and (B), respectively,

(C) by striking "REPORT. Not later" and inserting the following: "(c) REPORTS.
"(1) INITIAL REPORT.-Not later"; and

(D) by adding at the end the following: "(2) SAFETY RECALL REMEDY REPORT.
Not later than 1 year after the date of the enactment of the 'Raechel and Jacqueline

Houck Safe Rental Car Act of 2015', the Secretary shall submit a report to the
congressional committees set forth in paragraph (1) that contains

-

"(A) the findings of the study conducted pursuant to subsection (b)(2)(F); and

-

"(B) any recommendations for legislation that the Secretary determines to be

appropriate.".
The Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act ("MAP -21" and referenced in the Fast
Act directive cited above) required the Secretary of Transportation to conduct a "Rental Truck

Accident Study." This study required an evaluation of rental truck crashes, fatalities and
injuries, as well as cost estimates on property damage and assessments on rental truck

maintenance programs5. MAP-21 defined "rental truck" as a motor vehicle with a gross vehicle
weight rating of between 10,000 and 26,000 pounds that is made available for rental by a rental

truck company6. Section 24109 of the FAST Act amended MAP-21 by including the evaluation
of safety recalls affecting rental trucks.
NHTSA has prepared this report in response to this directive.

III.

BACKGROUND

NHTSA administers safety recalls in accordance with the Motor Vehicle Safety Act (the "Safety

Act"). Safety recalls are conducted when manufacturers of motor vehicles or motor vehicle
equipment determine that a safety defect is present in the manufacturer's product or that the

product does not conform to minimum safety standards.7

The Safety Act restricts motor vehicle dealers from delivering to owners new vehicles under
outstanding safety recalls.8 Generally, only once a safety recall is remedied can a manufacturer's

5See
s 2014 Rental Truck Safety Study Report (July 2014), available at
https://www.ftncsa.dot.gov/missionlpolicy/rental-truck -safety-study-report.
6
Pub. L. 112-141, 32206 (2012).
749 U.S.C. § 30118 also authorizes the Secretary of Transportation to decide when a motor vehicle or motor vehicle
equipment contains a safety defect or a noncompliance with a minimum safety standard.
49 U.S.C. § 30 120(i).
r1

dealership deliver a new vehicle to an owner under sale or lease. Section 24109 of the Fast Act

extended a similar provision to include certain rental vehicles9 with outstanding safety recalls;

however, a vehicle may be rented (but not leased or sold) in cases where the remedy is
unavailable and a temporary alteration is made to the vehicle that eliminates the safety risk posed
by the defect or noncompliance.'0 Once a remedy becomes available, the vehicle may not be

rented until it is remedied.

While the Fast Act covers the vast majority of rental vehicles (e.g., passenger cars, light trucks,
sports utility vehicles),

it does not cover larger rental vehicles such as rental trucks with a gross

vehicle weight rating (GVWR) of 10,000 pounds or more.

IV.

METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH

It is important to note that the scope of this report focuses on rental truck company recall policies

and procedures. However, recall -remedy completion metrics for heavy-duty truck recalls are far

more complex. While light-vehicle manufacturers are responsible for any safety issues with a
vehicle regardless of the original equipment manufacturer (e.g., the vehicle manufacturer

conducts a recall for an engine issue, frame issue, lighting issue, etc.), heavy-duty trucks are very

different with respect to their manufacture and recall responsibilities. Safety recalls affecting
heavy-duty trucks may originate from a chassis manufacturer, a second -stage manufacturer

which produces elements of the truck body, an engine manufacturer, or any manufacturer that

may fabricate an accessory for a completed truck. In addition, heavy-duty trucks are often
custom applications specially

10

fabricated for a specific fleet. As such, safety recalls that might

Section 24109 limited this provision to rental vehicles with a gross vehicle weight rating for 10,000 pounds or less.
49 U.S.C. § 30120(i)(3)(C); Pub. L. 114-94, 24109 (2015).
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apply to one fleet of vehicles may not apply to a similar fleet of vehicles owned by a different
operator-making any comparison very

to

difficult. Also, determining which safety recalls apply

a given fleet operator is nearly impossible, as this is not information required to be provided to

the agency.
Notwithstanding these difficulties in assessing recall completion rates for rental truck fleets,
NHTSA reviewed safety recall policies and procedures that rental truck companies apply to their

fleets to evaluate the potential rental and sale of trucks under outstanding safety recalls.
To obtain the necessary information for this report, NHTSA mailed a General Order to the

following rental truck companies on November 9, 2016: Avis Budget Group; Enterprise

Holdings Inc.; Hertz Global Holdings, Inc.; Penske Truck Leasing Co., L.P.; Ryder System, Inc.;

and U -Haul International, Inc.
The Order requested, among other things: that the companies supply their policies or procedures
regarding the completion of safety recalls for rental trucks, including infonnation about whether
they would rent a truck under an outstanding safety recall; information from the companies about

whether they distinguish between recalls with respect to severity, size of the affected population,

or other factors; information from the companies about whether they would sell, or otherwise
transfer ownership, of rental trucks under an outstanding safety recall; and that the companies

detail how they manage recall notifications from vehicle manufacturers and disseminate that
information to their rental truck locations.
Some companies requested their responses be given confidential treatment under the Freedom of

Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552(b) as constituting confidential business information. Without
making a determination as to whether and to what extent that information is entitled to such

treatment, NHTSA has accommodated those requests in this report by referring to companies by

generic names (e.g., Company A, Company B, etc.) instead of their corporate names.

V.

RENTAL TRUCK COMPANY SAFETY RECALL MANAGEMENT
a. Existing Policies for Safety Recalls

NHTSA requested that each rental truck company produce any existing policy or procedure

regarding the company's management of safety recalls. Table 1, shown below, denotes

companies that had existing recall policies on file as of November 2016:
Table 1
Existing Policies for Safety Recalls on File as of November 2016

Rental Truck Company

Recall Policy on File

No Recall Policy on File
X

Company A
Company B

X

Company C

X

CompanyD

X

CompanyE

X

Company F

Four of the six companies had recall policies in place in November 2016, and submitted those

written policies to NHTSA. All companies generally task one central office with receiving recall
notifications and entering that information into a central, online database utilized by their various

rental locations nationwide. Companies typically transmit remedy instructions, as well as track
recall -campaign performance, through these systems.
Company B has had its recall policy in place since 2005 with no material change. Company C

did not state when their recall policy was first implemented, but last revised the policy in

September 2016-though the change was unrelated to its handling of safety recalls. Company D

had a recall policy in place at least as far back as 2010, and last revised its recall policy in
January 2012. Company E's recall policy has been in place since 2009 and was last revised in

June 2016.

Company A responded with multiple polices that have been in place since at least 2007.
However, these policies address maintenance and safety in very broad terms and do not

specifically identify the inclusion of safety recalls in its processes. Like the other companies,

Company A manages recalls through a central office and shared database, although it is not clear

when it transmits recall information to its rental locations. Company A did not clarify whether it
immediately notifies its rental locations when it learns of a recall, or if it waits until a remedy

program is available.

Similar to Company A, Company F does not have a formal policy in place that addresses safety
recalls. Company F does describe "procedures in place" for ensuring rental trucks are quickly

identified and prohibited from rental until the recall remedy is applied-but no written policy
outlining these procedures was submitted to NHTSA.
b. Rental Policies for Trucks under Outstanding Recall

NHTSA asked each rental truck company if it would rent a truck under an outstanding safety
recall. While each company has different processes in place, most-but not all-made clear they

would not allow the rental of a truck under an outstanding recall. Table 2 denotes each
company's position:
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Table 2
Policies for the Rental of Recalled Trucks

Company A

Recalled Trucks Can Be
Rented
X

Company B

X

Rental Truck Company

Company C
Company D
Company E
Company F

No, Recalled Trucks
Cannot Be Rented

x
x
x
x

As shown above, Companies C, D, E, and F will only rent a truck under an outstanding recall

after the truck has received the recall remedy. This policy is typically implemented via an
electronic "hold" on the identified vehicles in the company's central database.
Company A determines whether to rent a truck under an outstanding recall based on the nature of

the recall and "the degree an imminent hazard could result in an injury." Similarly, Company B
stratifies recalls into categories based on the severity. Certain categories will "park" a rental

truck (i.e., not allow the trucks to be rented) until the recall remedy is applied. But Company B
may not consider some safety recalls urgent, and may rent trucks under such a recall until the

truck is remedied at the next scheduled maintenance interval.
c. Distinguishing Factors between Safety Recalls

NHTSA requested that each rental truck company describe how, if at all, it distinguishes between
recalls with respect to severity, size of the affected population, or any other factors. The agency
sought to learn whether certain variables, such as the perceived risk to safety or the number of

units recalled, might influence how a rental truck company manages a recall among its rental
truck fleet. Table 3 illustrates how each company responded to this question:
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Table 3
Distinguishing Factors Used to Manage Safety Recalls
Rental Truck
Company
Company A

Recall Size is
Considered

Recall Severity is

Considered
X

All Recalls Are
Treated Equally

X

Company B
Company C

X

CompanyD

X

CompanyE

X
X

Company F

The nature of the recall determines Company A's actions. Based on "the degree an imminent

hazard could result in an injury," Company A may "ground" the trucks (i.e., not allow the trucks
to be rented). Company B described three categories of severity it utilizes to manage recalls or

other fleet service actions. "A Campaigns" are where the rental truck must be immediately
remedied or it will be "grounded" until it can be remedied. These campaigns are largely
expedited, and a special project manager is assigned to the campaign to ensure the recall is
quickly addressed and closely managed until all affected trucks are remedied. "B Campaigns"

are considered less severe (but can include NHTSA safety recalls as well as non-safety matters)

and are queued until the rental truck's next preventative maintenance inspection. "C
Campaigns" are non -safety related, involving issues such as making customer-requested
component changes to a fleet,

or changing a customer's decals.

Company C recognizes two types of product campaigns. The first relates to non -safety related

product-improvement matters, including operational efficiencies, emissions, or perhaps applying
a required decal to the vehicle. The second campaign type relates to safety matters, including
NHTSA safety recalls. Company C noted that its safety standards are never lower than the
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vehicle manufacturer's standards and, as such, the Company may choose to "ground" a rental
truck even when a manufacturer does not require such an action.
Company E previously treated long-term truck rentals differently in the event of a safety recall,

but did not provide further explanation to the agency. However, the Company did note that,

since June 1, 2016, it treats all rental trucks the same in the event of a safety recall. In addition,
the Company's process to electronically "flag" rental trucks under recall depends on the number

of trucks affected. The Company flags recalled trucks within twenty-four hours unless more
than 5,000 trucks are affected-in which case, the Company may require up to forty-eight hours
to fully flag

all affected trucks.

Companies D and F do not make any distinctions among safety recalls, and treat all recalls
equally.

d. Resale of Rental Trucks under Outstanding Safety Recall
NHTSA asked each rental truck company if it maintains a policy for completing recall remedies
on rental trucks before selling or otherwise transferring ownership of those trucks. The agency

also requested any policy to inform the prospective purchaser of a rental truck under an open
safety recall if the company allows such a sale. NHTSA requested copies of any such policies,

as well as any changes made to those policies going back to 2005. Table 4 (shown below)
reflects the company responses:
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Table 4
Policies for Selling Trucks under Open Safety Recall
Rental Truck
Company

Will Sell a Truck
under an Open
Recall

Will Allow Transfer of
Salvaged Trucks under
an Open Recall

x

x
x

Company A
Company B
Company C

?

Company B
CompanyE

x

Company F

Company A "do[esj not sell trucks with outstanding recalls." While not providing a policy in
support

of this statement, the Company did note that the only exception to this would be an

inoperable vehicle with a salvaged title. Company A's policies addressing maintenance and
inspection procedures did not mention any process for selling rental trucks under an outstanding
safety recall or transferring rental trucks with salvaged titles.
Company B produced a policy titled "Used Vehicle Out-Service and Sale Process," which

outlines the Company's process for readying rental trucks for sale. Company B follows "A
Campaign" procedures (see Section V.c., above) regardless of whether the truck is in the active

fleet or is being held for sale. The only exception to this is when an "A Campaign" applies to a
vehicle sold for scrap, in which case the recall may remain outstanding. Company B will sell a

rental truck subject to a "B Campaign" (which can include NHTSA safety recalls). In these

cases, the campaign is noted on the truck's out-service form. Company B also transfers vehicles
in "as -is" condition, as well as "verified" vehicles, where a "less robust out service repair process
is applied." However, Company B did not elaborate on whether it presented outstanding safety

recall information to the buyer of such vehicles.
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Company C requires all safety recalls be remedied before a vehicle is sold. The company

provided this policy to the agency. This policy was marked as "Last Reviewed: 09/12/16."
Company C did not clarify its policy governing the transfer of vehicles with a salvaged title.
Company D has had a policy in place since 2010 to ensure it sells no rental trucks under an

outstanding safety recall. The Company provided this policy to the agency. This policy was
updated in 2012 so that no vehicles sold or disposed were under an open safety recall. Of note,
Company D includes in its policy instruction that it must provide vehicle manufacturers a list of

recalled vehicles that are no longer in the Company's possession (so the manufacturer's owner
records can be updated and the correct owner identified).
Company E's policy regarding the sale and transfer of its rental trucks has been in place since at

least January 2011. The Company provided this policy to the agency. Company E's policy does
not allow the sale of a rental truck under an outstanding recall until the recall has been remedied.

The policy only allows the sale of a vehicle if its title is branded "Junk," "Parts Only," or
"Scrap." From May 2012 through May 2016, certain recalled vehicles under an outstanding

safety recall could be sold through distributor/wholesale channels, though the recall was required
to be disclosed to the buyer. Company E's policy was updated in May 2016 to

disallow the sale

of any such vehicles with open recalls unless they are branded "Junk," "Parts Only," or "Scrap."
All of Company F's rental trucks must be remedied of open safety recalls prior to sale or transfer

of ownership. However, the Company did not provide any written policy to the agency in
support

of this policy.
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VI.

RENTAL TRUCK COMPANY RECALL PROCESSES
a. Processes for Disseminating Safety-Recall Notices

NHTSA requested each rental truck company detail how it receives, distributes, and manages
recall notifications and other recall-related information from vehicle manufacturers. The agency
sought to learn if notifications were sent to multiple rental truck locations, if these notifications

were distributed by a central company location, and any other process associated with the

distribution of recall information.
Each of the six companies described a very similar process for the distribution of safety -recall

notices. Figure 1 (shown below) generally outlines that process:
Figure 1

Distribution of Recall Information

Mah1

ri
frd

ce

H
2

1. The rental truck company receives recall information (including Vehicle Identification

Numbers (VINs) of recalled trucks) from vehicle manufacturers.
.

Some companies receive mail and email recall notifications from manufacturers.
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.

One company sends a list of its rental truck VINs to the respective manufacturers

each week to keep informed about new safety recalls.
.

Another company receives yIN electronic files directly from the manufacturers.

2. Generally, each rental truck company has an established central office that manages recall

notifications and the distribution of those notifications.
3. These central locations typically manage the safety recall in a shared database. The
companies follow the below processes:
¯

Company A uploads a recall technical bulletin (including instructions for

completing the recall remedy) into the central computer -based maintenance system.

These bulletins are available to technicians when a rental truck enters a repair
facility.
¯

Company B enters recall information, including repair practices, into its central

intranet system which all rental locations utilize. The Company automatically
notifies all of its facilities through the intranet system or the system used by the

maintenance shop.
¯

Company C assigns a warranty specialist to review the recall notification. The

specialist creates a unique bulletin that includes the manufacturer's repair process.

The Company's system then automatically updates the recalled truck's
"maintenance profile" with the recall information. The profile is subsequently
forwarded to a maintenance manager for recall completion.
¯

Upon receipt of a recall notice, Company D identifies the affected vehicles in its

central system to prevent the rental or sale of the recalled vehicles.
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Company E electronically flags affected trucks in the centralized computer system.

¯

This process notifies rental locations not to rent the vehicle until repairs are made
per the manufacturer's remedy instructions. The electronic flag also alerts branch
personnel if they attempt to rent the vehicle. The Company also sends an electronic
"advisory transmission" to all rental branches and relevant personnel.
¯

Company F processes a "hard hold" of trucks affected by a recall in the central

rental system, which prevents the rental of those trucks until the recall remedy is
applied.
b. Processes for Flagging Recalled Rental Trucks
NHTSA requested each rental truck company describe its policy for "flagging" or otherwise
marking rental trucks as under a safety recall. The agency sought to discern which companies

electronically flag recalled trucks rather than simply forwarding recall notices to individual rental

locations.
Each company has a process in place for electronically flagging individual rental trucks subject
to a recall. Most of these processes are summarized above (see Section VI.a.), although some

companies provided the following additional information regarding their electronic flagging
process:
¯

Company B noted that, in addition to flagging vehicles in its central intranet system, each

rental organization reviews a daily shop report that includes the status of each vehicle
(e.g., rented, ready to rent, or requiring maintenance).
¯

Company C noted that its policy does not "address speed of identification, though aspects

of the [redacted] system are automated." Presumably, this could allow a recalled rental
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truck to go un-flagged for an indeterminate length of time. While not specified in
Company C's response, it appears possible that rental trucks may not be flagged in the
system until a remedy bulletin (provided by the manufacturer)

is entered into the

system."
Company E further specified that its process for electronically flagging rental trucks

occurs within twenty-four hours of receiving notice from the manufacturer-except that
it may take up to forty-eight hours if the number of affected trucks exceeds 5,000.
While each company maintains a policy or process for electronically flagging recalled trucks in
their systems, the timeline each company follows is not always clear. At some companies (A, D,
B, and F) the electronic flagging process begins when the company first receives notice about the

recall from the manufacturer. This indicates that little time elapses between receipt of the recall
information and the electronic flagging of the rental truck. However, other companies (B and C)
may first require remedy instructions before electronically flagging recalled trucks, or there

might be some other delay with the electronic flagging of recalled trucks.

c. Enforcement of Recall Policies
NHTSA requested that each company detail how it enforces its policies governing safety recalls

and the application of recall remedies to its rental truck fleet. Of interest was any analysis or
review of recall performance and whether the companies audit their locations for any

vulnerabilities or weaknesses in the completion of safety recalls.

In many cases, a recall remedy might not be available when a recall is first announced or recall notifications are
first issued. Company C did not clarify if recalled trucks are flagged when the Company first receives notification,
or when the company also receives a remedy bulletin from the manufacturer.
19

Company A monitors recall completion rates each day and performs audits on the repair

facilities to ensure compliance with the Company's repair programs.
Company B's rental facilities are graded daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly on their
performance ensuring trucks are remedied within 180 days (by the next maintenance

service) for non -"A Campaigns." The rental facilities are tracked via scorecards that
track performance which are reviewed regularly during performance reviews and
considered in compensation and incentives.
Company C's maintenance managers receive weekly reports and regional, area, or district

managers conduct weekly meetings to review progress. Should a rental location exhibit

poor performance by not promptly completing recall campaigns, they may be placed on
an "Action Plan." However, the Company provided no details about this Action Plan.
Company D utilizes its central Fleet Information System to track the weekly completion

progress for all active recalls. A trend report is distributed weekly detailing the total

number of recalled units as well as the number of remedied units. However, it is not
clear who receives this trend report or how this information is used to enforce the
Company's recall policy.
Company E's local rental management team utilizes a tool to monitor recall flags. Also,

a group that is not associated with the rental operations team uses internal audit processes
at least once yearly to ensure

the Company's recall processes are effective.

Company F generates a daily report that is reviewed by the Vice President of the Truck

Fleet and the Company's field maintenance staff. This report tracks the number of units
recalled as well as their repair status. The report also alerts the maintenance and fleet
teams to any undue delay in completing recall remedies.
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d. Reporting Potential Defects to NHTSA

Finally, NHTSA asked each rental truck company whether they subscribed to NHTSA's recall

subscription service12 and, if so, whether dedicated personnel are assigned to receive

notifications from the service. The agency also asked each company whether it has a policy for
reporting safety concerns to NHTSA. Table 5, shown below, provides each company's
responses:
Table 5

Policies Related to NHTSA's Recall Service and Reporting Safety Concerns
Rental Truck
Company

Subscribes to
NHTSA's Recall
Subscription
Service

Dedicated
Personnel to
Receive NHTSA
Recall Alerts?

Reports Safety
Concerns to
NHTSA

Company A

Yes

No

No

Company B

Yes

Yes

No

Company C

Company D

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

Company E

Yes

Yes

No

Company F

No

No

No

All rental truck companies, with the exception of Company F, subscribe to NHTSA's recall
subscription service. Companies B through E specified that they have dedicated personnel in

place to receive and review new recall notifications from NHTSA's service. Company A stated

that it subscribes to the service.
No company has ever reported a safety concern to NHTSA, and no company has a policy to do
so. Company B did clarify, however, that should it ever identify a safety concern before a

12

A user may subscribe to the recall notification service at https://www-odi.nhtsa.dot.gov/nhtsalsubscriptions.
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manufacturer, it would report that concern to NHTSA. All six companies report safety concerns
directly to the manufacturer.

SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS

VII.

NHTSA has identified the following as key information gleaned from its review of rental truck

company policies and procedures governing recalled rental trucks:
Not all of the queried rental truck companies have documented policies on file that
specifically address safety recalls (or could not produce such policies to NHTSA). Two

of the six queried companies were unable to produce written policies that reference safety
recalls.
Not all of the queried rental truck companies preclude the rental of trucks under an

outstanding safety recall. Two of the six queried companies distinguish safety recalls

based on the perceived risk to safety and will only "ground" rental trucks in certain cases.

>

Five of the six queried rental truck companies will not sell a rental truck under an open
safety recall. Only two rental truck companies disallow the transfer of trucks with a

salvaged title (e.g., designated "Junk" or "Scrap" or something similar).
Each queried rental truck company has a method for electronically flagging recalled

trucks in a central database. While four companies are quick to apply these electronic
flags, two companies did not clearly explain how quickly they typically flag recalled

trucks.
Each queried rental truck company has a method for tracking recall completion and
ensuring the enforcement of its safety recall management practices.
22

>

Five of the six queried rental truck companies subscribe to NHTSA' s email-based recall
subscription service. However, none of the companies have a practice of reporting safety

concerns to the agency; rather, safety concerns are transmitted only to the vehicle
manufacturer.

VIII.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Section 24109 of the FAST Act directs the Secretary of Transportation to provide, in conjunction
with this report, "any recommendations for legislation that the Secretary determines to be
appropriate."
NHTSA does not propose any legislative changes at this time.
NHTSA does recommend that rental truck companies implement the following policies to
improve the effectiveness of rental truck safety recalls:

1. Rental truck companies should issue clear and updated policies and procedures for their
rental locations that specifically address safety recall processes. Only some rental truck
companies include such provisions in their current policies. Recall policies should have

clear instructions and specific guidance on how rental locations should execute safety
recalls (not simply address maintenance-related items broadly) and rental locations

should ensure trucks are only rented according to company policy. Rental location staff
should receive appropriate training to understand their company's recall policy and

adhere to it.
2. Rental truck companies should ensure their trucks are electronically "flagged" as soon as

the company is notified of a safety recall by the vehicle manufacturer, and that such
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information is communicated as expeditiously as possible to field representatives and
rental locations. Companies should electronically flag trucks as soon as a recall notice

that includes the VINs of the affected vehicles is received-not only when a remedy is
developed and a repair bulletin becomes available.

3. Rental truck companies should revise their recall policies (or create such a policy if one

does not exist) to prohibit the rental, lease, or sale of rental truck under an outstanding
safety recall. Companies should undertake other associated measures, including utilizing
screening software to prevent the rental, lease, or sale of a rental truck under an
outstanding safety recall.
4. Rental truck companies should include in their recall policies a mechanism to share

safety concerns with NHTSA. The agency's Office of Defects Investigation ("ODI")

regularly works with manufacturers and large fleet organizations to ensure potential
safety defects are quickly identified and recalled as appropriate, and NHTSA believes

that involving rental truck companies in this effort would significantly promote safety on

America's roadways.
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